Recently, due to improvement at experiments, QED bremsstrahlung in B meson decays into pair of scalars (π's and/or K's) is of phenomenological interest. In practical application where experimental acceptance must be taken into account, PHOTOS Monte Carlo is often used for simulation of these QED effects. Phenomenologically sound predictions, valid over all phase space can not be obtained for complex objects, with the scalar QED alone. We will nonetheless use scalar QED to test the performance of PHOTOS. We present the analytical form of the kernel used in the older versions of PHOTOS, and the exact one with respect to first order scalar QED. Matrix element and phase space jacobians are factorized in the final weight. Scalar QED NLO correction weight does not signiticantly improve the predictions. Nonetheless it is necessary for future extensions, such as electromagnetic form-factors.
INTRODUCTION
In the analysis of data from high-energy physics experiments, one tries to resolve the "experiment = theory" equation. This non-trivial task requires that a lot of different effects be considered simultaneously. From the experimental side, these are mainly detector acceptance and cuts, which are dictated by the construction and physical properties of the detector. The shapes of distributions may be distorted by, say, misidentification and residual background contamination. These effects need to be discriminated in an appropriate and well-controlled way. From the theoretical side, all effects of known physics have to be included in predictions as well. Only then can experimental data and theoretical predictions be confronted to determine numerical values of coupling constants or effects of new physics (to be discovered).
A well-defined class of theoretical effects consists of QED radiative corrections. PHOTOS is a universal Monte Carlo algorithm that simulates the effects of QED radiative corrections in decays of particles and resonances. It is a project with a rather long history: the first version was released in 1991 [1] , followed by version 2.0 [2] (double emission and threshold terms for fermions). The package is in wide use [3] ; it was applied as a precision simulation tool for the W mass measurement at the Tevatron [4] and LEP [5, 6] , and for CKM matrix measurements in decays of K and B resonances (NA48 [7] , KTeV [8] , Belle [9] , BaBar [10] and Fermilab [11] ). Discussion of the different components of systematic errors in PHOTOS is thus of interest.
Throughout the years the core algorithm for the generation of O(α) corrections did not change much, however, its precision, applicability to various processes, and numerical stability improved significantly. New functionalities, such as multiple photon radiation and interference effects for all possible decays were introduced [12, 13] . Recently, the complete first order matrix element was introduced into PHOTOS for Z decays and complete NLO multiple photon predictions for that channel were demonstrated to work well [14] .
Increasing interest in the algorithm expressed by experimental collaborations (including future LHC experiments and precise measurements for B decays) was a motivation to perform a more detailed study of the potential and precision of the PHOTOS algorithm. This paper is devoted to the decay of B mesons into a pair of scalars. It is a continuation of the previous paper [14] devoted to Z decays. Simplifications introduced in the matrix element normally used in these channels are confronted with the exact kernel of first order scalar QED calculation. We concentrate our attention on exact phase-space parametrization as used in PHOTOS, and on the explicit separation of the final weight into parts responsible for: (i) mass dependent phase-space Jacobians, (ii) matrix elements and (iii) pre-sampler peaks. Such separation opens the way to include form-factors into matrix elements used in PHOTOS, which can be measured but go beyond scalar QED.
Our study of the PHOTOS algorithm can be understood as another step in the on-going effort to find practical solutions of the improved expansions. The solution can be understood as a rearrangement of the QED perturbation expansion, but this time for the interaction of charged scalars with photons and in case where ultrarelativistic approximations are not valid.
To test PHOTOS we have used predictions of the SANC [15] Monte Carlo algorithm. SANC is able to calculate the exact first order scalar QED matrix elements for decays of B mesons into scalars, and covers the full phase space of decay products without any approximations. Events provided by SANC MC are unweighted. SANC is a network client-server system for the semi-automatic calculation of Electroweak, QCD and QED radiative corrections at a oneloop precision level for various processes(-decays) of elementary particle interactions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the description of our results obtained from scalar QED, which will be used later in tests. In Section 3 the main properties used in the design of PHOTOS are presented. In particular, the mathematical form of the weight (NLO weight) necessary to introduce the complete first order matrix element. The phase space parametrization necessary to define the iterative solution used in PHOTOS is also given. Section 4 is devoted to results of numerical tests performed at fixed, first order of QED. Numerical tests performed with the multiple bremsstrahlung option will be discussed as well. Finally, section 5 summarizes the paper.
Scalar QED and B decays
The one-loop QED correction to the width of the decay
, where H 1,2 denotes scalar(pseudo-scalar) particles, can be represented as a sum of the Born contribution and the contributions due to virtual loop diagrams and soft and hard photon emissions. Both virtual and soft contributions factorize to the Born one.
Here dΓ Born is the tree level differencial decay width, δ virt represents the virtual corrections, δ soft denotes the soft photon contribution and dΓ Hard is the hard photon contribution. The Born level distribution in the rest frame of the decaying meson can be written as
where M is the mass of decaying particle, k 1,2 denote the momenta of decay products, A Born stands for the corresponding tree level amplitude and dLips 2 (P → k 1 , k 2 ) is the two body differential phase space. For the latter we choose the following parametrization
where angles θ 1 and φ 1 define the orientation of momentum k 1 in the rest frame of B. In the case of neutral B meson decay channels B 0 → H − The virtual correction depends on the ultraviolet scale µ UV , which should cancel in the total decay width because of the scale dependence of the point-like weak coupling. The infrared divergence cancels in the sum of virtual and soft contributions, as it must. The total width, which is sum of the contributions (4), (5) , and (8) , is also free of ω and of the final meson mass singularity in accordance with the KLN theorem [16] - [17] :
The same calculations can be done for the charged B meson decay channels
-Soft photon contribution,
-Hard photon contribution,
Again after integration over the phase space, the massless limit of the final mesons (i.e. m 1 , m 2 ≡ m → 0) was used in this formula. Finally, summing contributions (12), (11) and (10), we obtain the following for the total decay width:
We have checked that the factors δ soft and δ virt provide the same numerical results (at double precision level) as the corresponding expressions from [18] .
To be assured of the accuracy of SANC Monte Carlo integration (which is a by-product of MC simulation), we compared Monte Carlo results with the analytical calculations. For instance, the analytical result for total width of the decay B 0 → K + K − (γ) was Γ Total AC = 0.000370096 MeV, while SANC Monte Carlo gave Γ Total MC = 0.0003700(6) MeV. For the channel B − → K − K 0 (γ) we got respectively Γ Total AC = 0.000377615 MeV, Γ Total MC = 0.0003776(2) MeV 1 . The agreement is thus better than 10 −4 in this test, where mass effects were included.
Exact phase-space and matrix element.
To start any discussion of the implementation of complete first order QED radiative corrections in B decay, one has to specify the parametrization of the complete phase-space slots of the fixed final state multiplicity.
Let us start with the explicit expression for the parametrization of an n + 1 body phase-space in decay of the object of four-momentum P, as used in PHOTOS Monte Carlo. As our aim is to define iterative relations, let us denote the four momenta of the first n decay products as k i and the last n + 1 decay product as q. In our case the n + 1-th particle will always be the real and massless photon 2 . In the later steps of our construction the masslessnes of photons and properties of QED matrix elements will be used.
In the following, notation from Refs. [19, 20] will be used. We will not rely on any particular results of these papers. We only point to other, similar options for the exact n-body phase-space parameterizations, which are used for other purposes.
The Lorentz invariant phase-space is defined as follows:
where extra integration variables, four vector p (compensated with δ 4 p −∑ n 1 k i ) and M 1 (compensated with δ p 2 − M 2 1 ) are introduced. The element of the phase space integration takes the form:
The part of the phase space jacobian corresponding to integration over the direction and energy of the last particle (or equvalently invariant mass M 1 of the remaining system) is explicitly given. As usual we define λ
The integration over the angles θ and φ is defined in the rest frame of the n + 1 particles. The integration over the invariant mass, M 1 , is limited by phase space boundaries. The question of choice of axes with respect to which angles are defined is not trivial. Many options exist, we will not elaborate on that point here. It is covered in Ref. [1] . Formula (15) can be iterated and provide a parametrization of the phase space with an arbitrary number of final state particles. In such a case, the question of orientation of the frames used to define the angles and the order of M i integrations (consequently, the choice of limits for M i integration), becomes particularly rich. Our choice is defined in Ref. [2] . We will not elaborate on this interesting point here, nothing new was necessary for the purpose of our study. Except for the mentioned above details, the choice used for our phase space organization is the same as in FOWL [21] , TAUOLA [20] and probably many other generators as well.
If the invariant mass of the system of all particles except the first one M 1 , is replaced with the energy of the first one defined in the P rest-frame, k γ , and the simplification due to zero photon mass is used, then the phase space formula can be written as:
If we would have l photons accompanying n other particles, then the factor in square brackets is iterated. The statistical factor 1 l! would complete the form of the phase space parametrization, similar to the formal expansion of the exponent. The last formula, supplemented with definition of frames with respect to which angles are defined is used to define the full kinematic configuration of the event. From angles and energies (k γ i ) of photons and also angles and masses for other decay products, four-momenta of all final state particles can be constructed.
If in formula (16) instead of dLips n (p → k 1 ...k n ) one would use dLips n (P → k 1 ...k n ) the tangent space would be obtained. Then photons do not affect other particles' momenta at all, and have no boundaries on energies or directions. Photons are independent from one another as well 3 . The tangent space is unbounded from above. Energy and momentum conservation define relation between tangent and real phase space. The formula defining one step in the iteration reads as follows:
and can be obtained from formula (15) . We have to use this formula for Lips n+1 (P → k γ k 1 ...k n ) twice:
and compare it with:
where the factors
..k n ) are chosen to match and relate with a common boost L:
We skip details of the particular orientation of the frames. We direct the reader to Refs. [1, 2] for that purpose. Let us remark that formula (17) is an example: many options can be introduced, necessary, for example in the case when PHOTOS is used for the intermediate decay of large chain of subsequent decays.
Formula (17) can be realized algorithmically in the following way:
1. For any point in n-body phase space (earlier generated event), described for example with the explicit configuration of four vectorsk 1 ...k n , coordinate variables can be calculated, using formula (15).
2. Photon variables can be generated according to the expression in square brackets of Eq.
3. Obtained in this way variables from the old configuration and the one of a photon can be used to construct the new kinematical configuration for the n + 1-body final state. The phase-space weight, which is zero for configurations outside phase space boundaries, can be calculated at this point from (17) and finally combined with the matrix element.
The presentation of the above example is incomplete and in practice a lot of options need to be used. Here we have chosen two sub-groups of n-body phase space. The first one consisted from particle 1 and the second from particles 2 to n combined together. Obviously in case of 2-body decays discussed in this paper, choices are limited.
We can generalize formula (17) to the case of l photons by iteration, in exactly the same manner as was done for formula (16) . If the expresion in brackets in Eq. (17) is dropped we may define:
as the tangent space for the multiple photon configuration. Photons do not affect other particles' momenta. They also have no boundaries on energy and are independent one from another. It is important to realize that one has to choose matrix elements for the tangent space to define the transformation to the real space. Rejection and event construction, performed with the help of formula (17) for each consecutive photon, diminish photon multiplicity. At the same time, energy-momentum conservation constraints are introduced. Of course as rejection implements changes in phase space density, a matrix element, that includes virtual corrections, should be taken as well. This is equally true for the tangent-space and the physical space.
The treatment of the phase space presented here lies at the heart of the construction of PHO-TOS kinematics, and was used since its beginning. It exhausts the case when there is only one charged particle in final state. Case of multiple charged particles final states, when some of them are ultrarelativistic, collinear configuartion need attention; presampler with multichannel generation is needed. In our case we follow the same method 4 as explained in Ref. [20] . For generation, the exact phase-space parametrization is not sufficient. It must be completed with the matrix element, with both virtual and real bremsstrahlung QED corrections taken into account. Careful regularization of soft singularities has to be performed as well.
In the standard version of PHOTOS, as published in [1, 2] , the following matrix element is used for single photon emission when there is only one charged particle in final state:
where
This old and somehow awkward approximation W T old 3 for W T 3 implemented in standard PHOTOS is present due to historical reasons. The expression without approximations reads:
here, (k 1 + k 2 ) 2 = τ. In both, the standard and exact version of PHOTOS the same phasespace parametrization and presampler for collinear and soft singularities are used, the appropriate contributions to the final weight read:
The expression for W T 1 can be deciphered from formula (17) and W T 2 is related to presamplers for collinear and soft singularities. Together with W T 3 for the matrix element, they are implemented in routine PHOCOR of PHOTOS. The following defines the notations used. The photon energy E γ is defined in rest frame of the decaying particle (of mass M). Masses of decaying particles are denoted respectively as m 1 and m 2 . The angle θ between directions of k 1 and k γ is defined in the rest-frame of k 1 + k 2 .
The combined effect of the virtual and real corrections on the total rate increases by a factor of Γ Total Γ Born . The ratio of (22) and (21) constitutes the basic element of upgrading PHOTOS functionality to the complete first order 5 . Nothing had to be changed in the phase space parametrization. Effects of virtual corrections need to be included as well, and must be included in the normalization. The correcting weight can be chosen simply as:
For the standard version of PHOTOS the virtual corrections are required to be such that the total decay rate remains unchanged after complete QED corrections are included.
In case of final states with two charged particles in PHOTOS the following versions of the interference weight were used:
The form of W T INT results from the exact expressions, formulae (12) and (6). However, phase space and multichannel presampler specific terms (23) need to be discussed. Presence of J 1 and J 2 in interference weight is optional, but only for single photon radiation. The factor J 1,2 (J 1 or J 2 ) must cancel the W T 1 · W T 2 term of the generation branch used for this particular event generation. In general, the absence of J i terms is due to properties of the second order matrix element 6 . These will not be discussed here. For the time being identified similarities with the case of Z decay have to be used instead.
Once we have completed the description of our internal correcting weight necessary for PHOTOS to work in the NLO regime, we will turn to the numerical results.
Results of the tests
The most attractive property of Monte Carlo is the possibility to implement selection criteria for the theoretical predictions that coincide with the experimental ones. Especially in the case of the final state bremsstrahlung presence of experimental cut-offs is essential, as they usually significantly increase the size of the QED effects.
In this section we will concentrate however, on the following pseudo-observables, as used in Ref. [22, 23] :
• -A-Photon energy in the decaying particle rest frame: this observable is sensitive mainly to the leading-log (i.e. collinear) non-infrared (i.e. not soft) component of the distributions.
• -B-Energy of the final-state charged particle: as the previous one, this observable is sensitive mainly to the leading-log (i.e. collinear) non-infrared (i.e. not soft) component of the distributions.
• -C-Angle of the photon with final-state charged particle: this observable is sensitive mainly to the non-collinear (i.e. non-leading-log) but soft (i.e. infrared) component of the distributions.
• -D-Acollinearity angle of the final-state scalars: this observable is sensitive mainly to the non-collinear (i.e. non-leading-log) and non-soft (i.e. non-infrared) component of the distributions.
We will start our comparison for B − → π 0 K − (γ) and PHOTOS running without improvements from the complete matrix element. Despite this fact the agreement looks good, see fig. 1 , and holds over the entire range of the distributions, which varies by up to 6 orders of magnitude. Differences can hardly be seen. To visualize the differences, in fig. 2 , the ratios of the distributions are plotted. Similar to what was seen in the tests for Z decays [14] local discrepancies may reach up to 15 % for cos θ acoll. > 0.5. Note however that those regions of the phase-space contribute at the level of 10 −6 to the total decay rate. Once the matrix element is switched on, see fig. 3 , where ratios of distribution are plotted, the agreement become excellent, even at a statistical level of 10 9 events. It was of no use to repeat the plots of the distributions with the corrected weight in PHOTOS, as the plots could not be distinguished from the ones of fig. 1 .
Encouraged by the excellent performance in the case of the decay into final states with a single charged particle, let us now turn to decays into two charged mesons. To avoid accidental simplifications, we have selected final states with scalars of different masses (B 0 → π − K + (γ)).
Again, as can be seen from figs. 4 and 5, agreement between PHOTOS using the standard kernel and SANC is rather good, but some differences persist. Once the complete kernel is switched on, fig. 6 , the agreement is quite amazing. In this case, the interference weight, and the multiple singularity structure of the pre-sampler Jacobians, formula (25), were tested as well. Both versions W T INT and W T INT −option gave the same results for the case of single photon emission. However only the first version, W T INT turned out to be consistent with exponentiation. We will skip discussion of this point here. To complete the tests of phase-space for multichannel emissions, final states with more than two massive decay products need to be studied, preferably for multiphoton radiation as well.
Let us comment that not only the shapes of the distribution agree in an excellent manner between PHOTOS and SANC simulations, also the number of events with photons of energy below the certain threshold agreed better than 0.01 %, thus were consistent with each other within a statistical error of 10 9 event samples. The excellent agreement, presented in our paper, combined with other results published before, help to confirm that theoretical effects normally missing in PHOTOS are small, but if necessary can be introduced into the code. It is also important to note that the agreement provides powerful technical test of the generator.
Finally, let us point out that early versions of the program, before 2004, were not reaching 
Summary
This paper was devoted to the study of bremsstrahlung corrections in the decay of B mesons into pair of scalars of rather large masses. Predictions were presented in the form of PHOTOS Monte Carlo.
To quantify the size of the Next to Leading logarithm effects normally missing in PHOTOS we have installed into the program the complete scalar-QED first order expression for the B decay matrix element. After modification, the differences between PHOTOS and the matrix element calculation embodied in SANC were below statistical error of 10 9 events for all of our benchmark distributions. Both PHOTOS and SANC were run at fixed first order without exponentiation. The agreement provides a technical test of the simulations from both of the two programs as well.
The improvement of the agreement due to the introduction of a correcting weight could come with a price. That was the case with the decay of Z. Because B mesons are scalar the complications did not materialize and a correcting weight can be installed to standard PHOTOS versions. On the other hand, numerically introduced improvements are small. Deficiencies of standard PHOTOS are localized in corners of bremsstrahlung phase space populated by photons of very high energies and angularly well separated from final state mesons. Those regions of the phase space weigh less than 0.005 to the total rate and differences in that region approach 20 % of their size, at most. The effects are thus significantly lower than 0.1 %, if quantified in units of the total B decay rate to a particular channel. Also, in those regions, the predictive power of scalar QED is rather doubtful. That is why we do not think it is urgent for users to change the PHOTOS correcting weight to enable the complete NLO, unless measured formfactors become available. Conribution to the systematic error of PHOTOS due to incompletness of the old kernel (with respect to scalar QED) does not depend on experimental cuts and is thus of no phenomenological importance for today.
Our paper was not only focused on numerical results due to final state bremsstrahlung in B decays. Aspects of mathematical organization of the program for calculation of radiative corrections for B production and decay was discussed as well. Approximations used in PHOTOS affects matrix elements and not phase space, which is treated exactly including all mass effects. Generation of the phase space starts from the tangent space constructed from an eikonal approximation but used for hard photons, even of energies above the available maximum enforced by energy momentum conservation. In the second step, phase-space constraints are enforced and compactification is introduced. This is similar to classical exclusive exponentiation. However, energy momentum constraints are introduced for each consecutive photon, step by step, and conformal symmetry is not exploited in that procedure.
Complete re-analysis of the final weight for decays into scalars was presented. Parts corresponding to matrix elements, phase space Jacobians and generator pre-samples were explicitly separated. Special care was devoted to mass terms. Analytic form of the single photon emission kernel (i. e. matrix element with approximation) used in standard version of PHOTOS, was also explicitly given. That is why, the analysis presented here can be easily extended to other decay channels. It is the first time that we have presented such a study for particles other are not neglected. For B decays in the case of multiple photon radiation in PHOTOS, a similar level of agreement as in Ref [14] for Z decay is expected, but the appropriate reference distributions do not exist yet. We agree with the results of reference [18] , however only at the level of about 1 %. We have not performed any tuning of µ UV and other input parameters used in that paper. Instead we have collected numerical results, given in Table 1 , which can be used as a technical test of PHOTOS installation in particular simulation set-ups. We strongly recommend such tests to be performed. In these tests the agreement betweens PHOTOS and SANC (or simple semianalytical expressions for higher order simulations) was significantly better than 0.1 % for all entries.
On the technical level it is worth mentioning that the NLO correcting weight of PHOTOS is used as an internal weight. All generated events remain weight 1, exactly as it was in the case of Z → µ + µ − decay. PHOTOS used for decays of B mesons into scalars provides an example of multiple emissions from both outgoing charged lines covering the complete phase space where the hard photon emisson region does not require any special treatment. Mass terms have been included without any approximations.
In principle, if necessary, complete higher order matrix elements (NNLO level) could be incorporated with the help of correcting weights as well. This interesting point definitely goes beyond the scope of the present paper and also beyond the phenomenological interest for any foreseeable future. This is equally true for the possible extensions to simulations in QCD, which are also outside the scope of the paper.
